DISCLAIMER
Columbus Point LLP is a limited liability partnership incorporated in England and Wales (Company
number: OC417712) and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) of
the United Kingdom.
Access to the Website
United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom this website is intended only for use by Professional Clients and Eligible
Counterparties as defined by the FCA.
United States of America
In the United States of America this website is only intended for Accredited Investors as defined
in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended and Qualified Purchasers as defined in the Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended. Columbus Point LLP is not currently registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission as an investment adviser.
Europe
In Europe this website is intended for Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties as
defined in The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (recast) Directive 2014/65/EU
(“MiFID II”).
Rest of the World
You are a sophisticated, institutional and professional user in a jurisdiction or country where it
is lawful to access and use such information as is contained in this website and you understand
the risks of investing. You are not a retail client and you have considered your local regulations
before accessing this website.
By continuing to access this website you confirm acceptance to this Disclaimer and represent that you
and are not restricted from receiving information contained on the website. All persons who access this
website are required to inform themselves of, and to comply with, all applicable sales restrictions in
their local jurisdiction. Columbus Point LLP disclaims all responsibility if you access or download any
information in breach of any law or regulation of the country in which you reside or are domiciled.
No Advice or Recommendation: The website, and its contents, is provided for information purposes
only and on the basis that you make your own investment decisions and do not take reliance on its
contents. Columbus Point LLP is not soliciting any action based on this website it and its contents do
not constitute a personal recommendation, investment, legal, tax or other advice.
No Offer for Sale: No part of this website is an invitation to subscribe for shares in any fund managed
by Columbus Point LLP. An application for shares in any of the funds managed by Columbus Point
LLP should only be made having read fully the relevant prospectus.
Accuracy of Information: No representation, warranty or undertaking is made as to its accuracy or
completeness of the information provided and it should not be relied upon. The information, including
any expression of opinion or forecast, has been obtained from, or is based on, sources believed by
Columbus Point LLP to be reliable. Information is current only as at the date it is first posted and may
no longer be true or complete when viewed by you and is subject to change at any time without prior
notice.
Risk Factors: Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Investment in the funds and investment services of Columbus Point LLP carries with it substantial risk,

including the risk of the loss of the entire amount invested. Investors are reminded that they may not
benefit from the UK investors compensation scheme.
Where Columbus Point LLP invests in assets that are denominated in currencies that are different to
their base currency changes in the rate of exchange may have an adverse effect on its value, price or
income. Investors should consult their own tax adviser to understand applicable tax consequences.
No Liability: Columbus Point LLP gives no representation, warranty or undertaking as to the accuracy
or completeness of the information provided and no liability for it is accepted by Columbus Point LLP.
In no event will Columbus Point LLP be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special or
consequential damages arising out of any use of this website, including, without limitation, any lost
profits, business interruption, loss of programs or data on your equipment, or otherwise, even if
Columbus Point LLP is expressly advised of the possibility or likelihood of such damages. This does
not exclude or restrict any duty or liability that Columbus Point LLP has to its customers under the
regulatory system in the United Kingdom or rights that may not be limited under applicable local law,
where liability is limited to the fullest extent permitted by law.
Indemnity: You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Columbus Point LLP, its partners,
officers, employees, and agents from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses, or
expenses, including legal fees and costs, arising out of or in any way connected with your access to or
use of this website and its contents.
Complaints: If you wish to make a complaint about this website, please send a written complaint for
the attention of the Compliance Officer at: Columbus Point LLP, 33 St. James's Square, London, SW1Y
4JS.
Material Interests: Columbus Point LLP and its partners, officers, employees and other connected
parties may have holdings in the strategy referred to in this website and may otherwise be interested in
transactions that you effect.
Copyright, Trademarks and Other Rights: Copyright, trademarks, database rights, patents and all
similar rights in this website and the information contained in it are owned by Columbus Point LLP.
Nothing on this website should be considered as granting any licence or right under any trademark of
Columbus Point LLP. No permission is granted to copy, reproduce, distribute, modify, post or frame
any text, graphics, video, audio, software code, or user interface design or logos that appears on this
website.
Governing Law: You agree that your use of this website and any dispute arising from the use of this
website is governed by, and shall be construed in accordance with, English law. As permitted under
local law you irrevocably waive any right to a jury trial in any dispute or proceeding arising from the
use of this website.
Privacy, Data Protection: Columbus Point LLP is committed to safeguarding your personal data. To
the extent that it collects any personal data about you, Columbus Point LLP will hold the data in
confidence and in accordance with applicable data protection legislation. Please see our Website
Privacy Policy for details as to how we hold and use your personal data.
Telephone calls made to Columbus Point LLP are recorded and recordings may be used to meet
Columbus Point LLP’s regulatory requirements. Any personal data provided during the call will be
used and held in accordance with relevant data protection requirements.
Cookies: This website uses cookies: a "cookie" is a small file placed on your device to allow us to
recognise and remember your browser. We use two types on our website: 1) session cookies are
temporary cookies that remain in the cookie file of your device until you close your browser, at which
point they are deleted. These are used to help you navigate to the appropriate part of Columbus Point

LLP's website for the jurisdiction in which you are located.; 2) persistent cookies remain permanently
on the cookie file on your computer, unless you chose to delete them. These are used to collect nonpersonal data for analytic reports and advertising purposes to track your use of the Columbus Point LLP
website and for us to understand what pages you are interested in based on your browsing patterns. By
clicking on the Accept box when you accessed the website you give your consent to Columbus Point
LLP’s use of these cookies, however, if you choose to, you can block these cookies using your browser
settings. Please note, however, that withdrawing your agreement to the use of cookies on our website
will impair its functionality. The website www.allaboutcookies.org includes instructions for managing
cookies on many commonly used browses, or you may consult the vendor documentation for your
specific software.
Termination of Usage: Columbus Point LLP may terminate or suspend your access to all or part of the
website, without notice, for any conduct that Columbus Point LLP, in its sole discretion, believes is in
violation of any applicable law or is harmful to the interests of another person, Columbus Point LLP its
partners, offices, employees or agents.
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